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Subject
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Many
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No.5
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Chapel
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Scientific

LONDO.,
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1

I:

Fields

developments

!'

for women

was the subject of President Blunt's
Chapel talk on Tuesday,
October
29. The occasion for her speech was
her coming trip to Bryn
lege this weekend
to

Mawr
attend

a

new

science

Colthe

building.

Woman's
At

I.A.

Held
College

Beaver

The twenty-eighth
annual
confercnce of the Women's Intercollegiate Association for Student Govknowledge
was Gertrude
weyhe, ernment was held October 23-26, at
president of the Senior Class. Er na Beaver
College,
Jenkintown,
Pa.
Hurlbut asked Racheel Homer for The gener-al theme, "The Ideals of
the Student Government Oath and it Student
Government"
was carried
was given in its entirety.
Many humorous answers were 01· through many interesting
speeches

development.
Pat-t of the half million doll a" they have raised is to be
lor

AnnualConference

frightened
Freshmen
nervously
awaited the on-fire of questions. The
only Senior, who inquired into their

fiftieth anniversary
of the college.
The emphasis there is on scientific

used

Price Five Cents

1935

"C" Quiz was held Tuesday, Oc- Theme
"Ideals
of Student
Gov,
tober 22, 1935 at fOUT o'clock with
ernment"
Carried
Through
Barbara Lawrence president of the
Students'
Speeches
Sophomore
class officiating.
The

opportuni-I

in Scientific

2,

Annual (CC" Quiz
Held Last Thurs.
In Gymnasium

I

Tuesday

Professional'

des Open

OLLEGE EWS

I

fered

by

the

serious-laced

Fresh·'

and

discussion

groups

which

the

I

Once in 3 while the college awards
a $5,000.00 prizethe M. Carey
Thomas prize in honor of the first I
president 01 Bryn Mawr-to
a wo-

men. When questioned as to whom delegates attended.
you could show up to your roomThe first day consisted of a tea,
the answer came-e-Y'I'hc person must' a dinner at which the guests were
be a college graduate."
Not a bad welcomed by Dr. Greenway.

man for eminent achievement.
This
year it is being awarded
to ])".,
Florence Sabin of the Rockefeller I

idea!
The question of Quiet Hours
seemed to be an independent principie decided upon by the various

The
program
of the
various
events 01 the session is as follows :
Wednesday, October 23-Dinnet';

Institute for Medical Research. Dr.1
Sabin is an investigator
01 blood

groups according
who replied-"I

to the Freshman
don't know what

Welcome by Dr. '"V. B. Greenway,
President, Beaver College; Welcome

is in the other houses but in our-s

by Dean Benedict, Dean 01 Women,
Beaver
College;
General
Session:
Speaker, Dean Crawford,
Dean of

I

II

diseases

and

01 tuherculosis

lately

particularly.
In last Sunday's Ncw York T'rn~::
there was an article on women in
science,

mentioning

two

a I astronomers, bacteriologists,
ologists, and other scientists.
is well worth

A number

I

I Dr Chak,e r1.'an
On Soc1.alTrends

College

I The antiquated Connecticut syst,em of poor relief results inevitably
I much expenditure of time and ef-

gradua.tes ,are growing into successul scientists.
Esther
Batchelder,
111
I
'19, who has her Ph. D. from Co- fort in establishing
lumbta, is Professor of Nutrition at in excessive clerical
the University

.

P'
\,IrS

Of Connecncut
.

pathTile

I

of Arizona.

Gloria

ing the necessary

settlements and
costs in render-

tIS
Of

•
erleS

n
House

Given

Plays
Last

bringi.ng forth the remark "That it
1
d
was on y 5 :40 an
previous "e"
Quizzes had lasted at least an hour."
I
1
d
O
nee more t ie (egen ers of "C"

Thurs.

The

on-campus

houses

have

in- knowledge

prepared'

themselves

for

bills and in col- fir-st of the series,

a comedy, in the

answer.

However,

there was a dis-

cussion concerning the question of
what would you .do if you wanted

tion with William Beebe.
We have
various physicians
in New York,

editor of Connecticut: Social Trends,
in the current issue of the magazine.

to change a college rule!
---:0:---

The scene opens in the living
room of the Cumming's home. The

New Haven, and elsewhere.
Many
To illustrate his point, Dr. Chak- action
of our recent
graduates
are re- erian, who is one of the new ruem- Julia,

of the play centers around
the middle daughter.
Her

search

family,

laboratory

techni-

bel'S on the Soci·al Science

faculty

at Connecticut
College, cites the
case of a Bristol family of thirteen
members
only
one-thirteenth
of
whom is chargeable to Bristol, and

made

of the remaining

these

famous

women

and

number,

'1/13 are

Session:
Dean
Stimson,
Dean of Speaker,
Goucher College,
"Mary
and Martha".
Friday,
October
25-Executive

I d
Meeting; Discussion Groups : Chapaugurated
the policy of each one a test.
Th Q
(Continued to Page 6, Col. 5)
giving a one act play to foster ine
UIZ
resu te in a moral viet
I
I F
terest in dramatics
at college.
ory or t ie
reshmen, as no one
Knowlton
House
presented
the was- accused of giving an incorrect
---:0 :---

lecting
the numerous
claims, de-I salon on Thursday evening, October
clares Dr. Charles G. Chakerian,
24, before a selected audience.

assistants,

01
Hood
College, Gronps
"Practical: General
ldealism";
Discussion

'

Hollister, '24, zoologist, is probably
best known because 01 her associa-

cians, student dieticians, teachers of
science,
or gradute
students
in
science.
"What
is the appeal
that has

of Pennsylvania.

finished with their attack,
and a
Thursday,
October
24-Gronp
I I
I I b
Picture;
Discussion
groul"',
LunSlg 1 0 rc ie
ursting into a slight
clarno" issued from the Freshmen
cheon: Speaker, Dean Pope, Dean

reading.

of Connecticut

1

A I
c imax was reached when it appea red that the Sophomores
were Women, University

who were!

recent Iy at Connecticut College, Dr.
Alice Hamilton
and Dr. Mao'garet '
Mead, anthropologist.
It also spokel

article

-"it

entire

consisting

of two sis-

tel's, a grandmother,
and mother are
most anxious for her to marry Bill
Thornton, an old friend of the fatnfly.
Julia

C. C/ Students
'Make Plans For
'c0 II ege 0rchestra
After

wishes to be alone with him college

nearly

a decade

orchestra,

without

Connecticut

Do

'News' Meeting
H
ld
0
d
e

n

Mon

A "News"

meeting

ay

was held

on

Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock. The
following points were discussed:

(1)

All articles

handed

into the

News office should be typed j it is
especially
important
that
proper
names are clearly written;
if the
writer of an article is absolutely un-

Col- able to type, she should print

prop-

younger alumni work in science and chargeable
to the state, 2/13
to for he is to go away the following lege students have stirred up suf- er names.
what is the satisfaction you students Waterbury,
2/13
to Middletown,
day, but she realizes it is very fu- ficient enthusiasm to justify en at(2)
The staff wishes everyone
get out of the sciences?"
It is an 2/13 to Southington,
and 1/13 to tile, as the whole household will tempt at reviving the defunct 01'- to write at least one "Around Camintellectual
trying
to

curiosity
satisfy.

that
You

you are Middlebury,
want to
"Another

1/13 to Burlington.
family of six residing

cluster around the living room bursting with curiosity,
especially
the

ganization.
At a preliminary meet- pus" each week; in this way, 'we
ing held on Monday, October 23, hope to be able to include a larger

know why things are as they are; in Hartford
illustrates still further grandmother
who is only deaf when 'about, a .dozen signed up.
proportion
of
what things are roade of. You also the settlement law dilemma;'
it is she wants to be but hears the im- . The first rehearsal will be held ';nJ paper, instead
get a kind

of spiritual

from the beauty
the world
as
science.
Many

satisfaction

further

explained.

the music classroom,

No.7

Plant,

on ticular

news confined to one or two

l

women go into science be- no
for com-

cost

of

Hartford,

IDunity service.
All over the coun- sponsible
try there is a great movement for family."
beautification

things.

and orderliness of bers, two are chargeable to the state,
Bill arrives while Julia is dress- ·Wed. evening, October 30.
It is houses.
you can see it in two to Meriden and one each to ing so grandma and Hildegarde, the hoped that the orchestra
will be
(3)
It is important that the girl
\Vallingford
and \Vethersfield, with younger sister, entertain
him with ready -to play for rallies or other who
is assigned
the
calendar

cause they see opportunity

the

"Of its six mem- portant

the campus in the
of ha.Ying this par-

and

conservation

The

the
the

burden
town

for furnishing

foregoing

borne

currently

by h.ints as to proposals.
re- comes downstairs

aid to this

situations

are

Julia

.finally

and grandma

in-

student

sists upon remaining in the living'
room. The love scene starts regard-

the less

of

her

of our natural
resources.
This is result of the operation of the Con- things are
of special interest to those in bot- necticut settlement Jaws which were grandmother

presence.

meetings

before

the end of watches

the first-semester.
SOC

(4)

as the
should,

any. There is also the public health imported from Great Britain in the 'she drops her ball of yarn.
This
..
k
h I
b C
T!
mterest In nutrition wor with c i-In
entury..
ley are devices happens frequently
with Julia and
(Continu~ to Page 5, Col. 5)
(Continued to Page 3, Col. 1)
(Continued to Page 3, Col. 4)

ness)

Facult?y~Studen Game
Saturday, N o'Yember 2
All

come

and

J' oin

the

any

board.
of the

reporters

interested in typing in the office see
either Virginia Bowen (Mary Hark-

C E R

Whenever

not going just
believes they

the bulletin
Will

fun.

ham).
(5)

or Aileen
Do

not

Guttinger
leave

(Wind-

messages

ill

the "News" office during the week;
b
bEd'
. CI' I
I
see eit er t e
Itor-m11e or t le
News Editor.

j,

CONNECTICUT
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Marriages a La Campus

1916

of Connecticut

College

every

FLORE

Saturday throughout the college year from October to
June. except during mid-years and vacations. Entered as
second

at

class

matter

August

5. 1919, at

the Post

Office

Iew London. Connecticut, under the act of August

STAFF
Aile.en GuUinger '36
_. _..
Virginia Bowen 'S6
Elisabeth Beals '36
Margaret Burgess '36
Lucy Barrera '37; Elise Thompson '37
_ Ranice Birch '37
_. . . . . . . . . . . .. Alletta Deming
.Elleanot- Elms '36; Mary MacKay '36;
Margaret
Snift'en '36; Lorraine Heyman '36 ; Norma Bloom '37; Priscilla
Cole '37; Louise Langdon '37; Nancy
Burke
'37; Theodora
Hobson
'37;
Winifred Seale '37; Janet Thorpe '37;
Marian
Adams '37; Judith
Waterhouse '38.

BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager
_"
Ethel Rothfuss '36
Assistant Business Manager.
.
.. Charlotte Sharp
Advertising Manager
Jean Dayton '36
Assistant Advertising Managers
Shirley Fayette '36
Ruth Pierce '37
Circulation Manager
"
Lucinda Kirkman '37
Assistant Circulation Managers
Shirley Durr '36; Marjorie Webb '37; Caroline Stewart '36;
Elsie Schwenk '38; Edith Frey '39
Faculty Adviser.
.
Dr. Gerard E. Jensen

Students, Alumnae
Cooperate In New Plan
For Connecticut
Money To

Be Used For Proposed Student
Alumnae Building

Since interest in the Sykes and Student Alumnae
Funds has been aroused within the last year, it i.e;
particularly fitting to review some of their past history.
In the early years of the college, the students and
the few alumnae who then existed wished to make
some sort of memorial to Dr. Sykes, the 1st president of
the college. Accordingly, the various classes, but the
seniors in particular,
started the practice, which has
now become traditional, of giving annual Sykes Funds
entertainments,
the proceeds of which would go to
the Sykes memorial.
Even in the early days of this
fund it was understood among the students and alumnae that this memorial was to be a student-alumnae
house, though

that fact was not really

stressed

for a

number of years.
Enthusiasm

used to run very high, with classes,

clubs, and individuals raising money in as many ways
as possible.
In 1928 interest was revivified, and the
campus was decidedly student-alumnae
conscious. Individuals gave as much as they could, and the fathers
of two students donated $1000 each.
At the samc
time, the alumnae were doing their part: in raising
money. The thought of a building which both alumnae and students could use as a social and recreational center on the campus was uppermost in everyone's
mind.
Committees of students and alumnae met to
discuss the type of building and the financial objectives.
But along with the depression
of tbinking of more urgent needs.
Student-Alumnae
Funds, however,

came the necessity
The Sykes and
seem to be re-

vitalized this year.
(The entertainments
given by the
Juniors, Sophomores, and Freshmen have always been
called the Student-Alumnae
Funds
enter-tainments,
while those given by the Seniors, the Sykes Fund entertainments.)
The various classes have committees
to plan the entertainments,
learn from their classmat-e
what type of building they desire, and to meet with
similar committees from the alumnae.
Although such
a building cannot be envisaged as being built in the immediate future, certainly we can think about it and

.,

I decided to find out, if I could, the why of this
student rush toward matrimony.
And even more important, the whither.
Do marriage and college go
nicely together in these modern times, or are they substances, each excellent in its own way, which do not

Sole and exclusive national advertising
representatives
NATIONAL ADVERTISING
SERVICE, Inc.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
Chicago - Boston - San Francisco - Los Angeles
Portland - Seattle
EDITORIAL
.
__
_

BRITTEN

The Presidents and deans answer REDBOOKJS
questions as to how those YOu1tgsters who do not
choose to wait stack up as students.

24, 1912.

Editor-in-chief
News Editor
Managing Editor
Senior Editor
Junior Editors
Art Editor
Stenograpb&r
Reporters.

by
CE HAXTON

mix to advantage?
College has always been an excellent matingground.
The divorce courts would go out of business
if they had to depend on the couples who meet each
across campus with a 14 foot pole other in college and marry afterward.
But undertucked under his arm. When ques- graduate marriages are something else again.
One

The latest thing in Mary Hark"ness is to bring your "woofies" with
you on your date and then put them tioned where the pole was taking
on when you come in so that you him, he murmured "Don't mind me
won't wake up those who are so
I'm just a psychologist!"
peacefully
sleeping.
Some leave
* * *
them on the radiator in the hall to
One professor describes her quizwarm up!
zes as "modest. length" ones. We'd

wishes to know, for instance, how these young people
who do not choose to wait, stack up as students. What
motives lead them to take that leap for life called
marriage so early?
And more important in the long
run, do these marriages a Ia campus give promise of
developing into permanent) happy alliances, or the re-

* * *

verse?
hate to see a bold one!!
Dr. Wells had a surprise
the
I discovered that deans and college presidents
* * *
other day.
He thought he had "A
Did you hear that Virginia Bowen and professors in all the colleges that dot our states,
nightingale
in our midst!"
Upon
sent her Mother a card saying "J est from the University of California to Maine, and from
investigation, however, it turned out
arrived in the Post Office."
How Minnesota way down South to Mississippi, have deto be happy little Junior ...
bubctded-c-end varied-opinions
on all these matters.
much postage was needed, Ginny?
bling over with the pure joy of livPerhaps the most radical of all in his point of
* * *
ing.
view is Professor Ernest R. Groves of the Institute
And then there's that oh-so-popu* * *
for Research in Social Science at the. University of
At last we've found out what Miss lar Mary Harkness young lady who North Carolina.
Professor Groves is in a position to
Clarke does on these mysterious has mail dropped by the pilot of the speak with authority, not only for his own but for
mail plane, no less.
weekends!
She follows TWINS!
other universities.
He is a research sociologist of
* * -lI'
* * *
wide reputation, and his book on "The American FamA member of the Psych. Dept.
Who is the girl that hangs her ily" is a standard college text.
the other day was seen wandering clothes on a "Floating Rib"?
"The long wait for marriage,"
says Professor
plan for it. A building which would
give space to student publications,
probably house a small theatre, have
a recreation place for students, which
would permit alumnae to have a
meeting place when they return, and
offer an excellent opportunity
for
students and alumnae to meet together informally,
can become one
of the most valuable assets of our
college.
Two types of buildings
have been considered.
One is the
cottage type, not extremely expensive, but which would not contain
many of the advantages spoken of
above, and the other, a more am-

early in November, hopes to meet
very soon with the student Sykes
Fund and Student-Alumnae
representatives.
The Student-Alumnae
Fund committee is composed of the following
people: Dean Burdick j Miss Moss,
alumnae secretary
of the college;
Miss
Hartshorn,
treasurer.
The
Seniors are: Ethel Rothfuss
and
Jody Bygate, Juniors, Edith Burnham and Virginia
Dual;
Sopho-

Groves,

"particularly

when

professional

preparation

is necessary, is from every point of view, it seems to
me, unfortunate.
There is the temptation to find a
substitute for marriage; and with present liberal thinking and knowledge of birth-control,
this danger is
greater than it has ever been.

"I have come to feel, that where college men and
women can be subsidized by their families, it is far
better for marriage to take place than to be postponed
merely that the student should first graduate.
The
theor-y of many parents that this delay means more
concentration on work is not true.
Sex tension, restlessness. and other reactions that hamper work cease
mores, Jane Kellogg and Peggy Nelwith marriage, and I have seen college students who
son; and the Freshmen, Anne Wiedwere failing in college do good work when the parents
man and Vivian Graham.
This
permitted them to marry, and circumstances made it
committee had a meeting on Tuespossible.
Even when there is no subsidy from their
bitious building, which many genera- day, October 15; another important
families, I have found it advisable for some college
tions of students and alumnae would meeting is to be held on Thursday
men to marry, even when they cannot live with their
increasingly enjoy.
evening, October 31.
wives.
She may be teaching, or she may be at a
The Alumnae committee is comThe following students are memwoman's college. This does not mean the best union,
posed of an alumna from the fir-st bers of the Sykes Fund committee:
but it is better than the assumption of all the hazard
two classes, the treasurer
of the Lois Ryman, Jane Wyckoff, Jane
and strain of premarriage
sex experience which for
Alumnae Association, and one other Scolley,
Joyce
Cotter,
Margaret
many is the alternative."
alumna.
This committee, the mem- Woodbury," Marion Pendleton,
and
Take the women's colleges in the East: Vassar,
Barbara Cairns.
bers of which will be appointed
under the leadership of Dr. Henry Noble MacCracken,
has been steadily taking a more liberal attitude in reCALENDAR
cent years toward student marriages.
"At Vassar

For the Week of October 30th to November

Wednesday,

October 30th

Math. Club Meeting, 7 :30 p. m .. " . " "
Dance Group, 7:15-8:45 p. m.. "".".....
Halloween Party, 8 :00 p. m .. " . " " .... "

Thursday, October 31st
Freshmen

tests, 7:30-8:00;

psycbology

Friday, November

1st

Riding Club meeting, 7 :00-8 :00 p. m ..
Spauisb Club; Speaker; 7 :30 ..

Sunday, November

Committee

Vespers~

Rev. James

Monday, November
Meeting,

Meeting

206 Fanning

of Model League, 3 :00 p. m..
... " "Windham living
G. Gilkey

7 :00 p. m ..

College," says Dr. MacCracken "the basic principle
in dealing with its students is to confer on them the
privileges of maturity.
With a slight reservation in
the first half of the freshman year for purposes of adjustment, it is assumed that students at Vassar College
desire to be treated as mature persons, self-governed
with respect to social contacts, and of serious intention

with respect to academic work.
In social contact,
therefore, the college makes no terms of behavior in
any way different from the uses of society.
Thus the
question of marriage in the student body is entirely
" . " ... Commuters' Room
Whenever the plans of the family are m
" . " .. Knowlton living room incidental.
favor of it, and whenever the student feels that mar-

8:15-9:15

riage would be of advantage to her, the college regards it as a matter for the family and for the studroom
ent to decide."

4th

Tuesday, November 5th
Convocation

"Commuters'
Room
.Knowlton Salon
. " .. Miss Martin's Barn

3rd

Executive

Faculty

6th

... Room 206, Fanning

This, then, is the policy at Vassar.
For its practical application,
let us turn to Eleanor C. Dodge,
Warden of Vassar College.
Last year Miss Dodge
-found it advisable to publish in the Vassar Miscellany
(Continued
to Page 4, Column 2)
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W.ycliffe's
translation
andl
400th Anniversary I Saxon,
that of Tyndale in para tiel columns,
Of English Bible together with facsimile reproduction of a few verses from each of
Shown In Exhibit these. There is a Gospel of Luke
11

tol

bosses.
An English
companion
the above is the Carr family Bible
(King James),
printed
by Thomas

typical,
supposedly
deaf
grandmother, and Betty Hendrie
made a
"cry convincing
young man.

Baskett
in 1753, which measures
Great
credit
in the success
of
18Y2 in. by 12Y-i in. by 3~
ill. the pia)' goes to )Irs. Ray, the able

in
Anglo-Saxon,
and 8 Gospel Ofl Notable for their engr8\'ings are the coach.
)Iatthew
in Anglo-Saxon
with the Luther
Bible
just
mentioned,
a
Others helping to make it a sue~orthumbrian
and Old Mercian
in Dutch
Bible of 1738 loaned
by cess were Dot Baldwin, stage mana-

A. A. To Hold
Evolution of the Bible Shown in
Printings from 1535 to
Halloween
parallel
columns.
Xext comes thel
Present Time
New Testament
in Scots, being PurMasquerade I by REV. P. F. LA BE~STEI:\" ,'.ey's rc'-isi_on of \VYcliffe's .. transla-1
This
evening
(wednesday,
October 30, 1935) at 7 o'clock A. A.
Participating
in the celebration
is holding
a Masquerade
party
in of the 400th
anniversary
of the
Miss Martin's
Barn.
Everybody
is printing
of the first English
Bible
cordially

invited

to join

in the HuI-

.(that

of Coverdale

in 1535)

I
I

tion done Into Scots by Xlsbet : a
reprint
of 'I'vndale's
;:\. T.; and
var-ious editions of the King James
Bible, including
the Tudor
'I'eaus-

now be lation

with

the original

spelling.

Pauline Dederer,
and aDore
Biblel ger, and
in two
volumes,
loaned
by Mrs. ager.
~iIl

Henry

Selden.

Two

King

The

to the late Julia

cast

Lyon,

property

.was as

follows:

Mr s, Cummrng,
Grandma
Nona (the eldest

James Bibles, one from 1630 which
includes
the English
Prayer
Book,
one from l708, come from the ·Bill
Press in London, both latterly
having belonged

Dot

A,.eryl,JUlia

(the

man-

Margo
Coulter
Lizzy Ayer
daughter)
Millie Garnet

middle

daughter)

loween fun. Dress up and come pre- ling
~eld throughout.
the EnglishEnglish
Versions
Bill.
. . .....
. Norma. Bloom
pared for a bewitching
evening.
speakmg world, th~ .ltbrary and the
Subsequent
English
versions
fill
A half cas.e of Bibles and portions
Hildeoarde
(the youngest
~
d.epartment
of r eltgion of Con nee- more than a case.
There is a tee- of the Scriptures
translated
intol
daughter)
:\Ta.ncy Weston
tt.c~t Coll~ge have prepared
an ex- simile reproduction
of the first edt- var-ious languages
and dialects com- Bill Thornton.
Betty Hendrie
hlbit of Bibles and various portions
tion of the Bay Psalm Book, pr-inted pletes the exhibit.
Here are to be
---:0:---

Spanish Club Holds
Meeting To Elect
Officers For Year

of the scriptures

which

serve

to r~- at

veal the evolution of the Bible from
the original tongues up to the most
recent
English
translation.
The
The Spanish
Club met Tuesday,
public is cordially
invited to view
October 22nd, electing Amy MeN utt
the exhibit, which will last until the
president,
Martha
Louise
Cook
middle of November.
secretary-treasurer,
and Alice Cobb
Beginning with the Masoretic
text
chairman
of entertainment.
of the Hebrew
Old Testament
and
Mr. Vector of Brown University
its ~ngLi~h translation
m~de und~r
will lecture to the Span.ish Club on
the auspiCes of the JeWish PUb!lNovember
8 at 7 :30 in Knowlton
cation society in ]917, a translation
living
room.
He is speaking
Gil
which preserves
the original
order
"Lopez
de Vega,"
a paramount
of the books, the exhibit next shows
Spanish
drama.
Everyone
is ina Hebrew Psalter;
a de luxe edition
vited as the Jecture this time is to
of a Hebrew-English
O. T., in parbe given in English.
allcl columns, loaned by Dr. E. A.
The club also discussed a trip to
Henkle;
a Judeo-Spanish
and He-j
New
York
about
November
18.
bl'ew O. T., in parallel
columns;
a
They
will
visit
an
exhibit
of
Septuagint
or Greek translation
of
paintings
in the Brookly.n Museum
the Hebrew
O. T. with an Engljsh
and see La Argentina
dance.
translation
of the same; a Latin Vul-0--

Dance Group Holds
Important Meeting

in

1640j

Luke

15

for

(Continued
from Page 1, Col. 2)
determining
the
politicaJ
unit

liable
needy

don Hall.
~1l ~ers~ns who plan to
take
the eXaml1lutlOn should com·
I municate
with Miss McKee, 302 N.
L. H., not later than 'Vednesday,

the Amel'ican

Committe

of ReviSion

Witt, and loaned by Elsie V. De
~ritt who has also loaned a numbt:r
of other volumes of unusual
interest); John De Witt's translation
of
the Psalms
in 1891; George Stcv-

text

first

but

upon

prepared

the

by

Greek

Theodore

color exhibiting
ture

of

the

the composite

of the

Gospel

The

book;

the

Twentieth

on stands on the stairway
are facsimile reproductions
(many
in -exact size) of sheets of early Latin
Bibles;
Psalters

of illuminated
of the Middle

manuscript
Ages, loan-

of Mat-

November

self and family
without
becoming,
chargeable
during that time.
"A uniform
one-year
settlement

verse
divisions),
of the Bishop's
from the "midget"
BibJe of E. S.
Bible of 1568, of the Rheim$
T. Doton, so small that it comes equipof ]582, of tIle Douay
O. T. of ped with a magnifying
glass
(its

A.ramaic
believes

the Greek text.
Bi.blcs of All Sizes
As regards
externals,
the coUection includes
Bibles
of all sizes,

(from
dith)

Dr. Chakerian,
"appears
to be one
of the next important
steps in the

Bible printed at Nuremberg
ill 1483.
The exhibit continues
with a vol-

1768, and which measures
] 3 in. by 6Y2 in., bound

evolution

ume

covered

I survive

the Apocryphal
book of J n- man Bible commissioned
from the Koberger
German
Ernst
of Saxony
and

in GothiC,

Gospels

witb

the

that

will

6th.

lish.
In nddition
to those mention~d
above, loans were also made by the
following:
G. K. Daghlian,
Mrs. C.
E. Dewey, Mrs. Sidney Miner, Mrs.

nualJy, therefore,
it should be taken
at this time by all who expect to b~gin medical
training
in 1936.
A
fee of $1.00 is payable at the time
of the test.
---:0:---

----:0:---

FIRST IN SERIES
OF HOUSE PLAYS
GIVEN LAST THURS.

I

Rev. Gilkey to Be
Vespers Speaker
On November
The

speaker

fo,' November

3

3 will

be Reverend
James Gordon Gilkey,
pastor of the South Congregational
Church
of Springfield,
Mass.,
for
many years a favorite
of the students.
He has just returned
from
After
many
an
embarrassing
trip with Sherwood Edmoment,
and much hesitation,
Bill a European
Rev. Gilkey,
a
fllJally
proposes,
to which
Julia dy this summer.
quickly accepts and grandma
evokes college preacher at many institutions
the country,
is a highly
a "ery satjsfied cough.
The rest of throughout
pastor of one of the largthe family rush in very excitedly to successful
churches
in tIle
llear tile joyful news. BilJ and Ju-ia est institutional
leave the stage arm in arm (their country.
purpose
at
last
accomplished)
leaving
the other members
of the
Corsages
(ContInued from Page 1, Col. 3)
Bill becomillg more and more pro,"oked, all of ·which adds to the genend humor.

"'<s.<l?"

~

Among The New Books In The

CIRfJULATING LIBRARY
Briffault
Lewis
Eliot
Seabrook
Lindbergh
Gardner

actual size is 1 1-5 in. by 1 3-8 in.
by 17-32 in.),
to the elephantine
Luther Bible of Fritz Vogt, a Ger-

time, money and energy in welfare
work.
Such a revision,"
contends

the

Test

The Aptitude Test is a normal re·
quirement
for admission
to a medical school and is given but once 1m-

~·,r

containing

Aptitude

this year at 3:00 P. :M.,
6, in room 301, New Lon-

cast aghast.
Bible, an abridgement
of the forcnoses - Gardenias - Orchids
All the participants
should be congoing, with the books of the Bible
FELLMAN IX CLARK
gratulated
for their fine presentachronologically
arranged,
1933;
a
tion.
Lizzy Ayer was outstanding,
Tel.
5588
Crocker How:;e Block
translation
of the Four
Gospels
however,
in her portrayal
of the
made by C. C. Torrey,
1933, from

underlay

in lieu of the current
1609-10, and of the King James Bi...
is likely to do ble of 1611.
"Vinslow
Ames has
considerable
waste
of loaned an original
illuminated
leaf

Medical

be given
December

may be added New
the Dutch-English,
and
Spanish-Eng-

struc-

Bible of 1535, of Matthew's
Bible
of 1537, of the Great Bible of 1539,
of the Gene,'a
Bible of 1560 (the
first English
Bible to contain
the

relief."

translation

(presented
by John
De Witt,
1 thew;
to which
member of the Old Testament
COlOTestaments
in
mittcc, to his bl'other Abraham
D~ Italian-English

dividual, other than a foreigner, may
gain a settlement
in a Connecticut
town after
four years'
continuous
residence
plus maintenance
of one's

of poor

Medical Test
To Be Given On
December 6th

II

made in ]876,
Sellers; a preEnglish RevisT., 1881, frow

the Greek and a postulated
text which the translator

system

Armenian,

~ndian di~lects, in. Zulu.;. a 'l'eutonJzed \'erSlon,
anb-SemltlC,
of the
Psalms
1926, II Singhalese
version
of the Psalms,
and
a Japanese

Glastonbury,
Conn.,
loaned by Charles C.
sentation copy of the
ed Version of the N.

of tile
Smith of

ed by Rosamund Tuve; of the N. T.
of Tyndale
1525, of Coverdale's

of the Connecticut

in modern

Danish,
Esperanto,
Italian,
Spanish, French, in two North American

a translation
by Julia E.

for the care and support
of
individuals.
In general, an in-

requirement
requirements
away
with

Bibles

government;
whole Bible

Beza in J565; • Greek N. T. (the Century
N. T., J900, translated
by
textus receptus of the Elzevir broth- a group of twenty American
ScllOl·
Kay Chatten
leader
of the group.
Nestle's
resultant
aI's; the American
revised version
Miss Hartshorn,
who studied
last ers, ]624-]633);
Greek
N.
T.;
a
Greek
(Nestle)
of
]901
j
R.
F.
Weymouth's
New
summer at the Bennington
school of
-Latin
(Vulgate)
N.
T.
in
paralleJ
Testament
in
Modern
Speech,
]902;
dance, demonstrated
the fundamencoJumnsj a New Testament
with the Moulton's
Modern
Reader's
Bible,
tal movements
of Martha
Graham,
Greek,
King
James
and
English
re]907;
C.
F.
Kent's
Students'
Old
Doris
Humphry,
~nd Tina. FladD..
vised
versions
in
paraUeJ
columns;
Testament
(an
original
translation)
She also showed some striking phoa Hexaglot
Bible (complete
in six in six volumes,
with notes,
]907tographs
taken at Bennington.
volumes),
showing
in
parallel
col]927;
C.
F.
Kent's
Historical
Bible
The group has decided to meet
Greek,
Latin,
(an original translation)
in six \'01every Wednesday
at 7:15 in Knowl- umns the Hebrew,
German
and French
for urnes, ]908-19]6,
with notes; Mofton.
Each week a poster with I). English,
the
Old
Testament,
the
Syriac
subfatt's
Bible
1922-1926;
Moffatt's
N.
dancers picture will be on the bullestituted for the Hebrew in the New T. and the King James in parallel
tin board.
All who enjoy dancing
Testament.
columns,
] 922; an American
transare urged to come.
Early Latin Bibles
lation
(Smith-Goodspeed)
in 192'3---:0:--DispJayed
upon the walJs or up- 27-the
"Chicago BibJe;" the Short
DR. CHAKERIAN

ON SOCIAL TRENDS
IN CONNECTICUT

found

in modern Greek, Turkish
in Greek
characters,
welsh,
Swedish,
German, French
(two versions) j New
Testaments
in Turkish
(in At-menian characters),
Hebrew,
Russian,
Polish,
Finnish,
Lettish,
Croatian,

gate with its official translation,
the en's Epistle of Paul in modern Eng- C. B. Smith, David Lamond,
MarDouay Bible; a Latin translation
of Ush, 18D8; an English
translation
ion Bentley,
Paul F. Laubenstein,
tiTle New Testament,
based not upon of Isaiah by T. K. Cheyne, 1898, in and the Lyman AllYl"! museum.
tihe Vulgate,

The Dance group met at Knowlton, Wednesday,
October 23rd, with

Cambridge

from Ed·ward Harwood's
"Elegant"
New Testament
of 1768 j George R.
Noyes'
N. T. translation
of 1869
based on the Codex Sinaiticus
recently
purchased
by the British
museum
from the Russian
Soviet

AnglO-I furnisbed

·with tooled
with

parchment,

brass

clasps

and
and

~

G~:~~;
~~

by Duke
printed
m
]8 in. by
in boards

f

Bridge
Coffin

Connecticut

College Bookshop

@'!J""_!J""ik9""_~""=!»=i»d."""""",""U>d:'_..g;
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IMARRIAGES a la CAMPUS the authorities ioto their confidence.
Dr. Newman of
So also in the University
of Ari(Continued
from Page 4, Col. 4)
zona.
But
if
a
secret
marriage
is
Chicago Univ.
Sews,
the following statement
of discovered,
the student's
registraIn Lecture tile college's official attitude toward tion is automatically canceled. The
---

student

I University

marriages:

of Wisconsin,

having

no

.An interested audience, which in",fill Vassar allow a girl who restrictions,
has worked
out an
eluded at least one pair of identical marries to stay in college? May she amusing ruling for would-be Lucy
twins and the mothers of three pairs staj- on in her dormitory?
.May a
of twins, heard Dr. Horatio Hackett girl whose secret marriage is disNewman, professor
of Zoology at covered
remain in college?
The
the University of Chicago and world answer to all the above questions is
authority
on the subject,
discuss.'y es !' This statement of pol.icy is
"The
Xature-Nurture
Problem
in not an appeal to the college to get
Identical Twins Reared Apart."
As Dr. H. H. Newman remarked

Stoners.
According
to Dean
of
'Vomen Louise Traxell Greelv: "If
a married woman student wishes to
retain bel' maiden name, we require
her also to indicate in all places
where she is registered on the cam-

married!
It is addressed par ticu- pus, her married name."
larly to those students who are enLet us turn to Dean Fitch

for a

after his lecture, a scientific invest i- gaged and want to marry, but at the picture of how some of these stugation may raise more problems than same
time
finish
their
college dent marriages
work out.
"They
it solves.
The original question he courses.
We do not in general be- have aU seemed to me;' says this
studied was the relative effects of
heredity
and em-ironment
on the
individual and it was thought that
identical twins reared apart could
furnish the experimental
data nee-

lieve in long engagements,
because
of the emotional strain involved ; and
we recognize that those long engaged and of college age are irequently not in a position to assume

Ithaca Dean of Women "'like vel' vmuch-in-love
young people who p.~peet their marriages to be permanent
and happy, and who will be as SU1'prised as I if they are not. In some

essory, while identical twins reared
together would furnish a control experiment.
Dr.
Newman
studied
more than 100 pairs of identical
twins reared together, and twenty

the full costs of married life. Nor
do we believe in secret marriages;
if they are kept secret, they are
necessarily
followed by deceptions
and falsifications,
which are ul ti-

cases they have
too much in love
wait for two or
couple told me
could get down

pairs of identical twins reared apart.
He observed that in some instances
environment
seemed to play a decisive role in shaping the individual,
but in other cases , its effect was not
noticeable.
He concluded
that it
takes an unusually strong environmental influence to modify the hereditary structure.

mately a source of unhappiness
to
family and friends, but more particulurly to the man and girl who continually make them a practice. Nevcrtheless,
the girl who has secretly
.
married has broken no college rule."
This statement of policy from the
administrative
authorities of Vassar
is "tops" in clarity and in its positively. liberal attitude.
Other out-

Slides Illustrate
lid

Talk
D

.....
T
standing
women's colleges are alTI ie Ian t ern s 1 es
1'.., ewman
·
ti
ibl hi I
most as liberal, thought not quite so
s h owe d In cortnec on WIllS
eck
outspo en.
ture proved quite amusing to the auBarnard's
Dean Virginia C Gildience.
It was surprising
to note
.
'
d· ·d d dersleeve hopes that I will not treat
d
IlOW even Iy th e au lence was IVI e tl
b'
f
d
when it gue&:sed wllich set of twins
.le s~ Ject 0 un .ergraduate marrlage In any sensatIOnal way in my
possessed onc set of characteristics
'.
"
' I tl
th
t
article Because
there's
really
an d W h IC 1 le 0 er se .
.
.
nothmg
sensational
about it.
A
P 1'0 ba bl y tl le mos t arnuslllg case
.
d b D N
th t woman who was already
married
men t lOne
y
r. 1 ewman was
ad'
.
·
b
. d b
entere
With our second class, m
o f t wo t Will oys, one raise
y a
.
.,
1890.
Ever SInce then, I Imagme,
J
.
d oc t or an d I)le 0 tlleI' b y a b 00 tl eglId
t t'
d
we lave had married
women enger.
n genera a ap a IOn an per- Tolled as students"
sonality and in his I. Q., the bootAt 0
O·
legger's boy was superior to his b1'o-"
. ur
w~ ~;llege
·
d D
N
There IS no rulmg,
says Presit) Ier. Th IS case cause
r.
ewman d
".,
ent
Blunt,
agaInst marrIed stut o rernar k th a t per h aps we d 0 not d
WI
.
.
tl
·d I·
ents.
lether such students live
k now w ,lOt IS Ie I ea enVIronment
.
.
f
tl
. d··d
10th'
in the dormItOries depends upon the
or
Ie In IVI ua.
ne 0 er un- . d"'d
I
,.
.
In IVI ua case.
usua I case concerned two tWill boys
.
·d
t k
f
h
h'
But the lIberal attitude
of the
w I10 d I no
now 0 eac
ot er s
,
. .
,. t
b tl lid·
··1
.,
women s colleges IS ill striking coneXls ence, 0 1 10 109 Simi ar JOos
.h h
.
,
I)
.
trast Wit
t e pohcy effective in
III a te ep lOne company,
marryrng
f
"1
.
h
.
k"
many 0 the large Eastern
men's
Simi ar Wives, t e marrIages ta mg
II
F
h
, h'
co eges.
or t e most part the adp )ace WIt III two months of each
..
.
mIllistrators
of
the
conservative
other, and when discovered,
both«
tl
'
II
'
'f'
,.
gen emen s co eges'
look down
h aVIng ox terrIers named Tl'lxy',
th·en noses at un d ergra d uate mar.
.,
G enetws of TWIn1UngNot Known·
.
.
'
I'lages or forbid them enbrely.
W) len questIOned as to the occurTh U·
.
. .
e mverslty of Texas requires
rence of twInnIng, Dr. Newman stat- th
h
.
h
.
.
.
at t e marrIage
e made pubbe,
d
I
e
t ]at It appears
more often m an d· In I nd·lana 1·f s t ud ents are marfamiEes having had twins, but th.t rle
. d WI'th ou t pu bl·IC announcement
no law has been. worked out which tb e marrlage
.
mus t b e repor t e d to t h'e
would enable SCientists to predict it. d ean ' 5 0 iii ce WI·th'In ~..~vo wee k s a f tel'
"Dr. _ ewman does not know if the
Dionne qUIntuplets are identical or
not as he has not been allowed to
see tJlem, but the question is one of
interest to him.

-The

Purple Parrot,

---:0:---
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MOHICAN BEAUTY SHOP
Mae N. Russ
WELCOME
COLLEGE

lUohican Hotel

TO THE
GIRLS

Phone 4341

cond group

run true

I rice

to form-that

among her undergraduates
"The
.
one group llave been 'dating' rathcr
steadily over a period of time and
'
probably would marry at the end of
their college work' the other marry
,.
on the spur of the moment more or
'
less a lark with the idea of being
' ,
different.
About four years ago we
had an epidemic of marriages
and
,
I should say that about fifty per
cent ended in divorces.
Of the first
group
I think the scholarship
is

'
usually
riagc;

the
often

same as before marit is better.
The ce-

COL LEG E

SENIORS

A college education is a steppingstone to an objective, not the objective
itself-it is apprenticesbip for the busitL!'Ie ceremony.
I n M·ddl
I
eb ury C0I- ness of accomplishment.
Many young women who have been
lege, Vermont, there are no restrictgraduated from college recently have
training in
IOns,
prOVl·d e d th e young peop Ie ta kc found that a thorough
Shorthand and Typewriting has aided
them tremendously in achieving sucPERRY &: STONE, INC.
cess and distinction,
Th~ Packard Intensive Secretarial
Jewelers since 1865
Course for College Women is especialStationery
Leather Goods
ly arranged,
through our metllOd of
Novelties
Individual Advancement, so that college graduates may be admitted prac296 state Street
tically any Monday during the year.
Attractive catalog will be maUed upon
reqJlest.
MISS O'NEILL'S SHOP
43 Green St. Tel 2-4244 New London
THE PACKARD SCHOOL
Founded 1858
Yarns-Knitting
Supplies
Minerva, Bear Brand, Good Shepherd 253 Lexington Avenue at 35th Street
New York City
and other Brands of good qualities.
Needlepoint
Patterns,
also Tapestry
Registered by tile Regents of the University of the State of New York.
Yarns aoo Hemstitching

of the In

stitute of Practical Science Researcl
f T eac h ers 'Coll ege, IS
. quite
. as en

is, their school work is typical of
this sudden decision to marry. Thev•
do poor work, sometimes being susch
pen d ed f rom sc h 00I f or poor 5 0-I
arship.
The
majority
of these
hasty
marriages,
so far as our
people here are concerned are very
unhappy.
I am very happy to say

the Stanford dean.
"I personally
know;'
he says, "of many cases
where the scholarship of both men
and women has stayed on the Ph

of the other sort of marriages that
,
while some may have had a few
difficulties, most have lasted."
. At the University
of Indiana,

Beta Kappa level."
And he goes
"0
on to say;
nly yesterday a prom!
nent woman physician told me that
she knows intimately a case of two

Dean Agnes E. Wells reports that
she has never noticed any difference
in scholarship.
"It seems to me,"
she says, "that scholarship depends
on the native ability of people and
not on whether they are married or
not. Very few married students take
any part in extra-curricular
activities. We have one couple who are
both active, but the case is outstanding because it is unusual.
I think
most of the recent marriages have
been happy.
I do not know why

students, the girl eighteen, and the
man about nineteen, who have been
in an undergraduate
college two
years since their marriage.
The
families
concerned
agreed
to the
plan that they should marry and go
to college together.
Of course, the
fathers
concerned
are grubstaking
the young people.
The woman physician who was telling me, expressed
the greatest approval of the way in
which the case was working out. Obviously,
adds Dr. Bigelow, "every-

told me they were
to think they could
three years.
One there are more marriages lately exthey thought they cept that in most cases the couple
rooms, and
to more serious take light-housekeeping
the
wife
gets
the
meals.
Often the
work if they didn't have to spend
wife
takes
less
work."
every evening 'dating'.
One girl,
At Stanford,
in California,
the
who was graduated
a year ago did
picture
looks
as
bright
as
the
local
some outside work to help with her
expenses, and made the senior hon- sunshine to Dean George B. Culver.
orary society in recognition of her "I have no reason to believe," he
scholarship,
leadership
and service. says, "that any other than the molead to marAnother
girl was married
during tives that ordinarily
that same year and make a poor re- riage among typical young Americord in every way, but she had done cans are the causes of Stanford weddings.
I am glad to say that in a
so before she married"
.
of cases such marDean Anne Dudley Blitz of the vast majority
Unive s·t
f M·
t t k
b t riages not only give promise of deI' I Y 0
lOneso a a es a ou
the same att't d
"Th
happy al1 U e.
e same mo- veloping into permanent,
tives," says Dean Blitz
"lead to liances, but they have actually al'
It is also equally
these marriages
that have always ready done that.
led to marriages
el
tl t t . true that there are a lot of bappy
.
, nam y,
la
\\'0
people have fallen in love with each parents and' worthwhile children as
other
'We at Minnesota think that a result of these unions."
.
they give promise of developing inClear across the continent at Coto permanent
happy alliances
be- lumbia University,
Professor
Mau'
,
cause as a usual thing marriages between students are on a certain con. .
"
geruality of tastes.
Dean Lena C. Clauve, of the University of New Mexico finds that
'
there are two kinds of marriage

A. Bigelow, Director

0

thuslastic

over student

marriages

thing depends upon complete cooperation of the parents and of the
family physician."
.We will let Dean Onthenk have
the last-and
summerizing-word:
"We have no figures

differentiating

married students from others as to
scholarship.
If I were to guess, I
should say that married students do
better than the same students did
before marriage.
At 'least, I know
of a good many individual instances
of just that, partieularily
among
the men.
The reason of course is
relatively obvious. They are stabflized; have ?-rrived at a definiteness
of objective, and have assumed responsibilities
which tend to keep
them at work.
And they are much
less apt to be on emotional edge
than they commonly are during the
period of engagement."
---:0:---
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Bologna Interesting
To Marion Anello

remembered
how many annoyances
we had suffered from our uncovered
streets.
'Ve remember

Bologna

for other

Italian
cities are like interesting,'
people, we told ourselves
one day
on the train from Florence to Bologna.
Each city has an air about it
and leaves you impressed
with the

reasons too. Having become accustomed t~ being. welc.omed in all cities
by Italfan
umverstty
students,
we
addressed
the students
who met us
at the station
in Bologna
with a

charm
ality

hearty "Buon Gromo!"
The equally hearty but amused "Hello!"
that

of its own particular
which
has
been

personacquired

through
its unusual
background
of
ages of history and art.
'Ve wondered if Bologna, too, would have a
unique personulity
and we looked

returned
our greeting
in perfectly
accented American syllables,
phased
us and then when more English without the slightest Italian accent pour-

COLLEGE

'EWS

Italian
bO)TS;
perhaps
it was be- city, was also interesting.
\Ve were
cause they made us think of a fas- fascinated
not only by the beauty
cine ting, whirling
modern world of of the sanctuary
and by the glortcus
which we were a part, that we liked view Irom there of the city, the valley of the Reno, and the plain as
far as the Alps, but also by the
quaint tradition
connected
with the
shrine.
Our
guide,
half-amused,
half-credulous,
told us of the many
senda.
Standing
within a few feet girls wishing
to be married,
who
of each other and yet both leaning
climb the long steep pathway
to the
in opposite
directions,
they give a sanctuary
by foot in the belief that
peculiar
and almost amusing aspect at the end of their arduous pilgrimto the city's panorama.
But it was age they will find the man of their
mostly
the Garisenda
Tower
that dreams.
our Americans.
Still other memories of Bologna
included
our visit to the curious
leaning towers of the city, the Towera of the Astnellt, and of the Gari-

forward
to our arrival
there, just cd from the lips of these students,
as one looks forward
to making a we just stopped and stared and connew acquaintance.
eluded that the University
of Balog-

drew our attention.
Looking at it
out of our prosaic eyes, it was just
an old interesting
sower that leaned

ward

in an easterly

to making

a ney acquaintance.

na was not only the oldest

in Europe

direction.

But

then

We were not disappointed
in Bol- but must give the most perfect lang- we thought
of our Dante and the
ogna.
It is the learned aristocrat
uage courses in the world.
But wei XXXI Canto of his Inferno and reamong
cities,
bearing
its distinct
stamp, that of "docta.'
One looks
upon it with the same reverence with
which one regards
great
scholars.
Being the seat of the oldest university in Europe
where
more than
5,000 students Hock yearly from all
over the world, it is a unique personality
in the world of culture.
But Bologna
is not pedantic.
It
carries its great learning gracefully.
Its people are charming
aristocrats
who have mastered
the art of gracious living.
Everyone,
even the
workingman,
lives in buildings
that

were told the true explanation
to the membered
how the tower had inmystery
as soon as the boys had spired one of the most effective figstopped
laughing.
They
were ures ill poetry, and we were at once
American students
from
ew York, transported
to another
world.
We
New
Jersey,
Massachusetts,
etc., were with Dante in the icy pit of
who were studying Jaw and medicine
the traitors in Hell.
The Gertsendu
~t the University
of Bologna, and, was not a tower but the giant, Ansince there was such a large colony taeus, bending
over us just as he
of Americans
at the university,
it had bent over Dante and Virgil to
was Americans
this time and not ! pick them up and carry them to the
Italians
who had been sent to greet ice at the bottom of the pit.
We
us and escort us throughout
the city. thought
of those lovely lines that
We were slightly disappointed
but compared
the leaning
of this old
relieved to find we were not in t,Ile b-ated
Italian
poet,
Glosue Carmidst of any human wonders
but ducci, lived and died.

118ve the aspect of "palaces".
Lovelv
terra
cotta
decorations
adorn
the

just
people

"palaces",

which

are

about the city's magnificent
Red roofs add a colorful

among
common,
from "back home."

fun

meeting

ordinary
Our visit to St. Luke's
And it situated
on the heights

grouped

was

squares.
charm,

expectedly . under
such . unexpected
circumstances.
We had almost for-

Americans

sanctuary,
above the

tower to the stoop of the giant, and
we were glad that there were geniuses in this drab world.
A Sight-seeing
tour of the city
one morning
gave us interesting
glimpses
of several
other
famous
edifices of Bologna.
We recall especially
the grand
but forbidding
15th century
fortress-palace
of the
Duke of Bevilacqua,
the Church of
St. Francis of Assisi with its lovely
green
and white
decorations,
the

The many professional
opportunities in science, which are mentioned
above with our graduates,
open another field in this subject.
We can
all find an interest in some phase of
scientific development.
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thing that delighted
us formal,
ellsy-gol~g,
carefree
mancity of supreme
refine- ner of the Americans that at once

Another
about' this

ment
was its attractive
porticoes
that border
the roads.
W~ never
ind ow-s )toppe d' III sue h diIgm it y as
Will
'th e
w Ilen we s t ro II e d up an d d own
colonnades just outside the shops of

made :s feel their comrades, but we
also liked the more formal,
more
serious, and more studied way of the
Italians
that forever kept reminding

us that we were women and not men
not to be treated
in
B o Iogna.
H ere a t I as t was a CIit Y and therefore
that not only surrounded
its inhabi- the same rough comraderie
of men.
tants with beauty
but also looked Perhaps
it was because they made
after their every comfort.
The por- us think of gallant
knights
of an
ticoes lent a more beautiful
air to old civilization)
that we liked the
the city, and also protected
the people from the difficulties of the weathScorching

sun

or

rainy
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days

need not disturb
the aristocrats
of
Bologna, we thought enviously as we
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Women, some writers think, are now
their new-found place in the sun.
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Not so, however, in The Sun. For one of the
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lounges, they are the ultra-modern
products of an ultra-modern
generation, showing even today the Bolognese love for comfort
and beauty
combined in everything
they do.
Bologna
ce rtainly
has an outstanding
personality,
we reminisced
as we left the cultured,
aristocratic
city of learning.
But we soon turned our thoughts to what would greet
us at our next stop in the most sung
Our pleasant stay in Bologna was of city in Italy-Venice!
brought
to a close with a visit to (Our lojourn in J1 enioe will be the
the
most
glorious
monument
of
subject of the next article.)
---:0:--modern Bologna, the Littoriale, the
largest
stadium,
at present,
in all WOMEN IN SCIENCE
Europe.
Its colossal structure
and
SUBJECT OF TUES.
beauty of construction
is a remarkCHAPEL TALK
able feat of modern engineering
and
(Continued
from Page 1, Col. 1)
architecture.
Huge indoor and outMedical interest of all sorts
door swimming pools are features of dren.
leads people into science.
the magnificent
construction.
Equip-

so un-

and finely sculptcred
statues
and gotten
what Amer-ican boys were Finest Line of Sport JelWelry 50c to
$5. Chic Models of N eckwear $1.
fountains
give an artistic
softness
like and
found
ourselves
unconRoman Stripe Hosiery 69c to $1.35.
to the dignified city.
The spacious
sciously
taking
in~~ntory
of their
Good Shepherd Yarns.
and beautiful
public gardens of the good and bad qualities as compared
Regina
Margherita
bear
further
with the Italian boys with whom we
witness to the aristocratic
mode of 118d come in contact
since we had
Iife of the Bolognese.
landed in Naple~.
We liked the in-

er,

austere
Church
of San Petronio,
dedicated
to the protector
of the
city, and the house where the celtped with
bars,
restaurants,
and

favorite New York evening ,paper;
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Student Body
Urged To Hold
Peace Meeting

cure of war we arc requesting that
on November 8th at I 1 o'clock you
hold a meeti.ng of the student body
(1) to duly commemorate
fice of Americans

the sacri-

in the WorJd War

Now, as students,

we might

be-

American.
Patriotism
means love
for country.
America. has a right
to be loved because it was born UJ
II search for liberty,
life, and happiness. But none of these exist in war.
Instead
force, death, and sorrow,

prevail.
The thing for us as students to
do is to give careful thought to the
causes of war, economic and political, and figure out what we can do
to remove them.
of giving thought

For the purpose It is the oldest institution of higher
to the cause and learning in the United States.

To the student

period to have this special training.
This past year the plan was successfully tried at Yale.
For the first time graduate fel-

ANNUAL CONF. OF
WOMAN'S I. A. HELD
AT BEAVER COLLEGE

at lowships for government training at
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
Harvard
University
are available.
el : Speaker, Mrs. Paist, National
These fellowships, with a variable
President
of the Young Women's
income for three consecutive years,
Chr-istian
Association;
Luncheon:
will be granted to graduate students
Speaker, Mrs. Hodgens, President,
who wish to enter the government
Philadelphia
Women's Clubs, "Reservice as a career.
Of the three
lation of Student Activities to Coltal training in Washington
during years, the first will be spent at Harlege Life"; Trip to places of interthe summer. The students will learn vard University in preliminary
reest in Philadelphia;
Formal Dinner:
about the actual problems and oper- search and study; the second, in
Toastmistress,
Jane Kepner, Speakpeace.
ations of the government by spend- field work or a "'public internship"
er, Dean Higgins, Dean Beaver ColThe Student
Council on many Ing the summer as an interne with and the third, again at Harvard, in
lege, "Changing
Opportunities
for
c~mpuses already ha~ the c~opera-I a government staff, or in making a order to integrate further the theory
College Women."
tion of the Faculty In holding the practical first hand study of a gov- and practice of public service.
The
Saturday,
October 26-Business
meeting.
It would be well to work ernmental problem, under the guid- fields of public service which the
meeting at nine o'clock, Marney Mcwith representatives
of the Faculty
ance of competent educational lead- holders of the fellowships would ee
Kelvey spoke on the "Various Types
and all local student organizations
ers at the nation's capital.
College trained would include: administraof Nominating Systems".
She was
in planning the program.
If this undergraduates,
graduates
and tive officials, legislative and political
also present at two other discussions
is to be a nation-wide united stu- graduate
students
are eligible for officials, and publicists.
Further in-"Student
Government and Freshdent
demonstration
for peace, the the Internships.
Special arrange- formation to those interested in apmen Orientation",
by the Leader of
meeting should be held as an official ments have been made for the in- plying will be furnished by the govAdelphi College; and the "Effective
meeting of the student body.
ternes to receive academic credit for ernment department at Wesleyan.
Use of Leisure Time", by the LeadThomas F. N eblett,
the summer work.
~The
Wesleyan Argus
er of Hood College, given on FriPresident of National Student
Wesleyan May Send Group
---:0:--day and Thursday respectively.
Federation America
In the inaugural training period
Some smart lad at New York
During
the week social events
---:0:--which opened in February,
1935, University has found a new way to
took place which made the conferIt seems that notes written
Harvard will celebrate the 300th forty-two young men and women re- crib.
ence an extremely pleasant one.
in
anniversary of its founding in 1936. ceived the training.
It is possible on spectacles or watch-crystals

(2) to express as students our deAt eleven o'clock on November sire for peace (3) to discuss (using
]] th, 1918, the Armistice was signed student speakers) the causes of war
to end an era of a world at war. Ap- and the way to preserve peace. A
Armistice Day demonparently, however, the causes of war nation-wide
November 8th is urged bewere not removed because war ex- stratton.
cause in thirty
states
November
ists today.
The
ItaJo-Ethiopian
This is to
'Var may develop into world con- 11th is a legal holiday.
be a national student expression for
flict.
come a part of the struggle if the
United
States
becomes
involved.
·Wc naturally don't want the United
States involved.
Saying that we
don't want to go to war doesn't
mean that we are unpatriotic or un-

Gov't Training
Offered Students

19;\:5, LiGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.

of government

Wesleyan who is interested in government work as a career there are
several excellent opportunities
open
for graduate
work and internships.
The Federal Government is offering
practical
political and governmcn-

juice
become
that Wesleyan will send a group to grapefruit
Washington next fall for a two week when breathed upon.

visible

---:0:---
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